Scalability and
Flexibility to Improve
the Bottom Line
To stay competitive, healthcare firms must continually
adjust to changing conditions like logistical ramp-ups
for new product offerings and natural disasters that
could significantly disrupt a supply chain.
UPS can maximize your supply chain flexibility
by reducing staff carrying costs, deferring capital
investment, adjusting to seasonal demands, and
overcoming unexpected disruptions.

As one of the world’s largest integrated healthcare logistics network,
UPS operates a scalable, global network with:

8 million sq ft
of healthcare
distribution space

A global team of more
than 5,000 logistics
healthcare professionals

Customs brokerage
experts providing
clearance services for 220+
countries and territories

Technology
innovation to
manage logistics

When you’re selecting a logistics partner,
UPS recommends you carefully consider
the following capabilities:

Planning for the Unknown

Flexibility to Scale

Planning for unexpected events can often
have unexpected costs. Because many
business leaders are optimists by nature,
one option is to not protect against risks
due to expense or low probability.

As a leader in global logistics, UPS offers
you the benefits of a healthcare logistics
network without the expense of ownership.
That means you can more easily expand
your distribution operations while
minimizing capital outlay.

But why take the risk when you can
possibly reduce the expense of contingency
planning by working with a third-party
logistics provider?
With our far-reaching network of
distribution centers, many with temperature
and humidity controlled environments, you
get the capabilities you need in case of the
unexpected.
Whether you someday face a volcano in
Iceland knocking out air service, a tsunami
in Asia or a fire at a key distribution center in
North America, contingency planning is too
important to leave to chance.

You gain access to healthcare-licensed
facilities that meet GxP standards, yet
commit only to the space you need at the
time. Plus your products will be handled
by a global team of more than 5,000
healthcare logistics professionals.
It’s critical that you are able to get products
exactly where they need to be, when they
need to be there. And having the flexibility
to expand into domestic or international
markets is necessary in today’s healthcare
environment.
When it comes to scale, you get unmatched
scalability with UPS.

The key to successfully adapting to
change is working with a logistics
partner that you can trust.
For more information visit
ups.com/healthcare
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We can help
accelerate
growth while
minimizing risk
The key to mitigating
risk while growing is
developing a logistics
plan that’s flexible,
agile and affordable.

Helix: A user-friendly,
award-winning global
uniform platform utilized
by many hospitals
and pharmaceutical
manufacturers that
provides visibility and
control over products.

A logistics provider that
can help you make quick
supply chain adjustments
may be your best ally in
helping you meet your
financial goals.

